
 
Everybody Needs a Little 

“Nudge” 
 

How to use Behavioral 
Science Concepts in  the 
Child Support Program 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sara:  Thank you for joining us today.  I am Sara Gaeta-Anguiano, Moderator for this workshop.  I am the Chief Analytics Officer for Los Angeles County’s Child Support Program.  We have 2 fantastic presenters for you today, both from California.  … NEXT SLIDE  -- Speaker Introductions



Speakers 

Dr. Steven J. Golightly, Director 
 
Los Angeles County Child Support Services 
Department, California 
 

Cassandra Holzhauer, Enforcement 
Teams Manager,  
Ventura County Child Support Services 
Department, California 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sara:  Our first speaker is Dr. Steven Golightly, Director of Los Angeles County’s Child Support Program.  Since 2007, he has overseen the day to day operations of one of the largest locally-administered child support programs in the nation. Our second speaker is Cassandra Holzhauer, Enforcement Teams Manager from Ventura County.  She is regular presenter for California’s Directors Association and the state’s Directors meetings.  She has served in Ventura as a case worker, trainer, researcher, supervisor and now manager. Dr. Steven Golightly will start first. Steven. … NEXT SLIDE  -- LA County facts



Los Angeles County 
 

California caseload: 
22% 

Caseload:  
260,000 

Annual Collections:  
$486 million 

Aided Caseload: 
78% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steven:  LA County is large, representing 22% of California’s caseload.  Currently, the caseload is 260,000 cases, and is projected to collect and distribute $486 million dollars this federal fiscal year. A large percentage of our caseload is either currently or formerly aided. Additional stats about LA County:If LA County was a state, it would have the 8th largest populationHome to more than 10 million peopleIn a geographic span of 4,000 square miles… NEXT SLIDE  -- What is Behavior Science?



Behavioral Science 

Collective Term 

Psychology Sociology Politics Economic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steven:  What is behavioral science? Study of human behavior from a number of different disciplinesIt’s a collective term representing the study of human behavior from many perspectives. Today, we focus on one perspective: Behavioral Economics. Here are several definitions of Behavioral Economicsthe study of allocation of scare resources to unlimited wantsThe study of psychology as it relates to economic decision-makingThe study of psychological, social, and emotional factors in economic decision   … NEXT SLIDE  -- Behavioral Economics Guiding Principles



Behavioral Economics Guiding Principles  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We identified the following 4 beliefs as guiding principles for behavioral economics. Humans are irrational and emotional beingsNot all people are endowed with the capacity to efficiently and effectively acquire and process all relevant informationPeople are influenced by their peers, their past, their circumstancesPeople face decision-making environments that prevent them from making the best possible choicesThese 4 basic ideas were repeated in almost every document that we referred to. A tool we can use to compensate for the “humanity” of humans, is nudging. Next Slide…	INTRODUCTION TO NUDGING



Introduction to Nudging 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steven:The concept of nudging is fairly simple; impact other’s decisions-making using positive reinforcement, indirect suggestions, and creative choice architecture. To further introduce the topic of nudging, I will play a short 3 minute video on nudging. In our next slide, we will breakdown now Nudging works.NEXT SLIDE… 	How does Nudging Work?



How does Nudging Work? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steven:The ‘nudger’ influences the decision-maker’s decision by influencing the decision-maker’s environment, knowledge, motives, processes… etc.. The cloud wordart contains some of the terms and actions taken by the nudger.  A goal of nudging is to make decision-making process easier and more effective for those making a decision.  (stick figure pushing the other will appear, then the NO sign over it)Nudging is not manipulation, pushing or deceiving. A key concept of nudging is NOT taking away the decision maker’s ability of choice. We are now going to look at specific examples on the use of nudging techniques to address common child support issues. NEXT SLIDE…   Challenge: Perception of the Program



Challenge: Perception of the Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The child support program continues to face image problems. What would you find if you googled “Child Support”?  Frightening, right?  The following images are from Parent Support websites.  The messages are extremely negative  Results, in a misinformed population, People are influenced not by their experience with our offices, but by their perception of it. At the NCSEA Leadership Symposium in New Orleans 2016, there was a panel discussion on how we can attempt to improve the perception of the child support program. Panelists and attendees agreed that working with parents, and having a process that is fair is key to improving perception and outcomes. In addition, a panelist highlighted the importance of marketing to improving perception. One way to improve the public’s perception of the child support program is to “frame” our program in a positive way.  Framing is a form of marketingIt’s a behavioral economics tool A simple example of framing is given the choice, what would you prefer? Ground Beef that is 80% Lean or Ground Beef that is 20% fat?Let’s see some examples of framing in action.NEXT SLIDE…  Framing



Solution: Framing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows several examples of framing that improves the public’s perception of our program.  Starting with the lower-left hand image and moving clockwise. The image used by DCSS California for the state’s online application is friendly, cute, not intimidating, and welcoming. Last year, LA County’s Child Support website received a makeover that is also welcoming, colorful and also uses clear and simple language.Sample letter introducing the case participant to their case worker.  Each letter uses clear, simple language, does not use legal jargon, uses first names and has a “wet” signature. Staff attends non-child support outreach events. Picture shows staff at a recent county “night at the parks” event.  Staff put together a “we got your back” back to school event where they gave out back packs and supplies to local childrenThe last 2 pictures show our attempts to change the perception that the public may have of child support by being an office that is visible in it’s community. Another challenge that most child support program’s face is the perception that the child support process is difficult to navigate. NEXT SLIDE…  	NAVIGATING THROUGH THE CHILD SUPPORT PROGRAM.  



Challenge: Navigating through the child 
support program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A general perception of the child support program is that it’s a tricky to navigate through the child support process. So many cool new and inventive things to discuss with Behavioral Economics, like Phsychology, its too much and we could have a whole concern on just BE topics.  We are going to focus on a few specific techniques



Solution: Choice Architecture  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design makes it easier for people to make the “right” decision. Examples: Salad BarTraffic FlowStairs instead of ElevatorExamples of Choice Architecture in Child SupportInfographics that map out a processUse of color (Green and Red) to highlight optionsProvide payment options everywhereReorganization of service packets (response/answer)



Challenge: Compliance 

Establishment 

Enforcement 

Arrears 

Lack of 
Participation 

Defaults 
Orders 

Inconsistent 
Payments 

Or No 
payments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National FPMs for FFY 2016 look much better then they have in the past. But, we are all still struggling to improve performance.  We need to improve our customers compliance in a variety of matters.  We need them to:Participate fully,Especially in the order setting processAnd make regular, full payments. One way to improve compliance is using Fogg’s Model.NEXT SLIDE:  Fogg’s Model



Solution: Fogg’s Model 

Motivation 

Trigger Ability 

https://www.slideshare.net/mamacholina/sunde-bjfoggbehaviormodelpresentation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept behind Fogg’s Model is that you need 3 things need to come together in order for a behavior to occur:	Motivation	Ability	TriggerIf you want to understand why a behavior is not occurring, ask:	Are the participants amply motivated?		Do we know the motivations for someone to comply and pay child support?	Are they truly able to perform this behavior?		Can we enhance their ability to perform the desired behavior?	Are we forgetting to remind them/ask them to perform the behavior?		Can we increase the number of triggers leading to the desired behavior? We should not: 	Prompt someone to do something (like pay), when they cant.	Assume that the motivation for the behavior (like complying with an order), is there



Solution: Fogg’s Model 

Programs 
that 

Motivate 

Parent 
Education 

Processes 
that are 
‘easy’ to 

do 

Review current 
processes 

Review 
Packets 

Reminders 
that 

trigger 
behavior 

Text 
Messages 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to improve our efforts, we need to consult Fogg’s Behavior Model.  	



Solution: Anchoring 

Annual Summary Your Caseload Departmental Average 

Number of Cases 681 710 

FPM #2 89.2% 87.9% 

FPM #3 61.5% 63.4% 

Arrears Distributions $343,589 $458,725 

IWO’s sent 1,450 958 

Modifications 78 65 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anchoring is a form of priming: where the first piece of information someone sees or hears on a topic affects their judgment and perception going forward. An excellent use of anchoring in child support can be used internally with staff.  Providing staff their “numbers” alongside with departmental averages allows them to see how they are doing compared to others in the department.  The departmental average provides a reference point that staff can use to gauge how they are doing in comparison. Next Slide:  Client Annual Statements



Solution: Anchoring 





LA County References 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8stE7VdVTRA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blink: The Power of Thinking Without ThinkingInside the Nudge Unit: How Small Changes can make a big DifferenceMethods of Persuasion: How to use Psychology to influence Human BehaviorThe Behavioral Economics Guide 2016



Everybody Needs a Little 
“Nudge”. 

 

Ventura County 



Behavioral Economics and  
Child Support 

 
• Knowing how customers may 

behave, can increase consistency 
of child support 

• By design, nudges keep the 
customer informed every step of 
the way 
 

 

 



Limited Cognition Limited Attention 

How much room is there in my 
brain to think about DCSS How long will I pay attention? 



Limited Cognition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand nudges, we must understand that the bandwidth of a persons mind is filled with so much more than child support.



Limited Attention 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How much time can someone spend on something before they become distractedPeople are capable of a longer attention span when they find something enjoyable or intrinsically motivating As modern technology increases, the attention span goes down



What is the first document someone receives 
from California DCSS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first time you meet someone, do they hit you with 32 pages of discussion?



Behavioral Nudges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Limited cognition- people are relying on fast intuitive thinking when they are overwhelmedBathroom nudge- does a clogged toilet nudge you to use another (share macys story)Nudges are even moving to the food world, causing us to second guess, or even make a whole different decision, than we may have thought going into the restaurant



Nudges to improve court 
appearances 



Nudges to improve consistent support 

• Personalize the nudge 
• Name 
• Child’s name 
• Which role do you want to speak 

to? 
• Father 
• Mother 

• Give options: 
• Make a payment by this date 



Nudges to Educate re: Service  

• Keep it simple  
• You were served 
• Your participation is 

important 
• Keep it educational 

• Free genetic testing 
• What if I don’t respond? 

 



Changing the way we communicate 
BICS Grant 
 
 
 

 
1.Adding a cover sheet 
2.Moving the 

“answer”  



  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Display critical attention





 



Control Group 
- no nudge- 

Nudge Group 
 

37% 

26% 

37% 

Nudge 

IWO/Reg 0 Made Extra

46% 

42% 

12% 

No Nudge 

IWO/Reg 0 Made Extra



Nudges For Staff  



Keep it SIMPLE 
Sounds Good 
Informative 
Make Deadlines 
Personalize the nudge 
Length 
Easy to read 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Put the important information firstSounds Good- easy enough that anyone would understandInformative- what information is most important to shareMake Deadlines- timelyPersonalize the nudge- kids names, roleLength-shortEasy to read- 6th grade level



Know your Nudgee 

NCPs 
Traditional: 1.3% 
Baby Boomer: 12% 
GenX: 45.6% 
Millennial: 39.9% 
Generation Z: 1.1% 
 
 

CPs 
Traditional: .4% 
Baby Boomer: 11.9% 
GenX: 48.6% 
Millennial: 37.7% 
Generation Z: 0.7% 
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